Dear People of the World,
We human beings still think we’re so superior. Our
mirror can’t be big enough. Every morning, we
inject ourselves with a hearty dose of pep talk. “Rise
and shine”, Just to be sure. Well, I call it a
narcissistic personality disorder. I don’t want to
be human any longer.
Our mirror re ects our past and present, our
never ending greed. I loathe the day we became the
dominant species as we seem unable to handle this
power. When I was 16, and in my hormonal teen
years, I never felt ‘human’ and I never wanted to
relate. I was lost. As I was bullied throughout my
youth on several occasions, people became ‘dumbfucks’ to me. So, I ended up reading a lot.
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Mainly sci- , another galaxy was a nice form of
escapism. But I also read the ‘boring’ ones: science,
religion, lifestyle… Today, I still haven’t found
my place in the society I’m living in.
Civilisation, as I see it, gathers clusters of ideas
together that we think are true. When people get
together, I never follow their road, I take the road
of love. Love that conquers all, not the
narcissistic and egocentric one… The one that
combines connection and common sense.
call it natural Intuition. It is the feelingintelligence that knows for sure that mom is
around in the supermarket somewhere, although
you don’t see her, you’ll nd her. Does that change
the fact that she’s looking for you with the same
persistence as you are looking for her? - NO
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So now - and I can’t explain it - I hear mother
earth is shrieking underneath my feet. She crying
out for help. Can I prove it? You ignorant dumbfuck, NO.
Can you call me a hippie bitch?
YES.
Then please throw my letter in the bin.
You could also just give it a chance and continue
reading. It’s called ‘freedom of choice’ – ‘freedom
to act.’ I hope I’ll be able to convince you that all
inhabitants of the earth should have that right. In
particular the ones we’ve ungracefully placed
beneath us.
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Those still with me, thanks a lot, I’ll try to make
it worth your while :)
At some point we’ll get on the right track. At
least, that’s what I hope: that we’ll have the guts to
make decisions for the greater good of the earth
and all its inhabitants, human or not.
And that we try to make up for the devastating
mistakes made by fellow-humans in the last two
centuries. We should learn from these mistakes,
and create a code (of conduct) to treat our fellow
inhabitants of the earth in the same way we want
to be treated ourselves. Connection and common
sense.
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I was born In a small town in Belgium in 1993,
the eldest in a middle class family. I’m in my
twenties now and I can’t a ord anything.
Maybe I just su er the blues of my age or is it my
‘utopian thinking behavior’ that’s making way
for ‘bitter experiences’?
Writing this, I know how foolish it sounds. My
belly is full, I have everything I need to be happy
and I have time to consider things, to write
things, to create. But I have a hard time, simply
because I hear the shrieking of our earth.
And I notice that more and more People are
hearing it too. All that plastic in the ocean,
swallowed by seabirds, wrapped around
unfortunate turtles and dolphins. When such a
dolphin or turtle is set ‘plastic’ free by a diver
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many people are deeply moved. I’m moved by the
dolphins intuitions. Despite the fact there’s a
history of mistrust the dolphin decides to trust
the diver to come near him with a knife and cut
him loose.
It just shows how ignorant and shallow we are.
We use majestic creatures to entertain ignorant
fat dumb-fucks stu ng themselves in
dolphinaria and zoos around the world to distract
themselves from their unful lling lives. It’s so
sad that animals in captivity don’t get to have a
life. They don’t have the space to get their heartbeat
up. These animals are our modern slaves.
So please, unhappy western spoiled people, stop
lying to yourself! It’s not kind to the creatures we
share this planet and connection with.
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Sorry, I lost my temper here.
Animals are not only cute. They are intelligent
and have their own feelings and they also feel
pain. They speak the language of our planet.
We all spoke it when we were babies and toddlers.
We just somehow unlearned it while being taught
the language of greed.
We’ve forgotten how to be and work together with
nature. We raise our children as little puppets in
castles and encourage them to earn stu to
distract themselves based on good behavior.
By rewarding our kids with stu , we teach them
that you can measure success through stu .
A lot of stu represents very good behavior.
We are taught to connect stu with emotions.
The only problem is: stu doesn’t love us back.
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I did multiple jobs. I worked in grocery stores and
factories, but after a couple of months I got
depressed by the mentality of the corporations.
Pro ts above anything in an uninspiring, dull
environment. Dark and depressing. My favorite of
all disappointments started out as ‘the dream job’.
NGO fundraiser. An outdoors job, lots of Vitamin
D (sunlight), variation and getting paid whilst
trying to save the world by collecting as much
money as possible for NGOs.
Almost daily I could persuade 3 people to spend 10
Euros a month on the NGO I was representing that
day. We had to report back to the o ce, and we had
a speed course in sales. Sales is too easy to learn.
Why, how, when, whom? It doesn’t matter.
Get your numbers straight.
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I started out as the good girl and came home with
a medium score. Those that didn’t get their
numbers up got red. We all had to rethink our
moral strategy. To get our numbers up, we could
use a wide range of skill-sets, to trick people into
the ideological lie we spun.
‘Spend money, be a do-good-er.’
My colleagues and I, we all fell in love with the
same ideological lie. An awakening after
disappointment. When you’ve experienced the raw
truth of sales, a life based on numbers, you start
thinking; where does our natural emotional
behavior t in?
And wasn’t fundraising about helping?
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One day of selling lies, I realized why this felt
familiar. I had come across this during my studies
on the restoration of books. Most old books are
religious books. Bibles, Bibles, Bibles. In all shapes
and sizes. In a late 1860 bible I found little
pamphlets exhorting believers to ‘fund the church.’
In the real old ones I found little ‘thank you
notes’: ‘Thank you for your gift, God shall set you
free’. Blablabla. I had most likely convinced myself
that I could earn indulgences by working for the
NGO. Nope. Wrong guess. Indulgences… something
of all times.
We have to consider that we are masters of
deception, don't you think? I don’t think I’m a
liar, although I have lied. This paradox would
indicate that I’m fairly honest, and I probably
am, but just by writing the previous sentence after
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the one that came before, the truth is open to
interpretation. Whether I’m the liar or not,
I’ve been easily fooled.
I believe that deep down, we can all tell good from
bad. It’s called empathy or ‘reverse self
preservation’. If you don’t want it to happen to
yourself, Don’t do it to another creature, no
matter if it’s a human being, a turtle, a cow or a
bee. The earth is our home and we all should feel at
home…
Everything is connected in our home And if we
don’t take care of it we’ll all get killed in the
end.. Temperature changes are killing
microorganisms that are feeding corals. Corals
which are very sensitive to temperature changes
and provide a home where sh ourish.
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Fish that feed other animals. Us. So there’s more to
it then just a coral bleaching at the other side of
the world.
The population of bees, for example, of wild
animals and other bugs is shrinking because of the
polluted air, monoculture in farming, our lawns
and eradicating weeds which are basically native
plants that love the area and soils where they
grow. Without bees pollinating our crops there
won’t be a lot to harvest.
OUR EXISTENCE…
We are going for a mass extinction if we don’t act
now.
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A lot must change and if we wait for our political
systems and the capitalist mindset to change, we
will invoke the inevitable. We should rethink our
way of life if we wan’t a life at all. Go for
harmony with all living beings on our planet.
Instead of putting up fences, we should be taking
them down, so that all animals can roam this
earth like many years ago. We are all breathing the
same air. We’re a bubble. We, all forms of life, ‘the
inhabitants of the earth’ are lost souls, trying to
belong.
If I could just make clear how much easier life
would be if we got past the ‘territorial capitalistic
dick measuring of our oh so great mainly male
leaders.’
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The way I see it? I was born in a country. I didn’t
have a choice in that matter. I was raised by two
loving parents that did the best they could to
ensure my future.Unfortunately, a future based
on the rules of the world as it is.
Oh yes, I was the lucky one. I was born in the west.
This Western World, with me in it, gets to exploit
everything. I think it’s disgusting. Do we really
want to ‘keep going’ against nature? It is a
master in design, as we are a product of her
making. And not the other way around.
Taking all this for granted doesn’t make it less
special. Look at our body; an amazing machine
that can regenerate and heal itself. When it dies it
decomposes to dust. Then look at the silly
polluting machines and stu we’re making.
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How much waste they create, lling up land lls
around the world. Horrible. We should collaborate
with the greatest engineer of all: our earth and its
creatures. Instead, we persist in our childish
inventions, old ideologies and thoughts that
harm our home.
If you really think about it, she’s pretty fair, our
earth. Sometimes rude, but fair…
If we make a mistake in reading her intentions
(for example predicting the weather) and needs,
things might go wrong for us.
So, who is ready for some collaboration with
nature, working together to preserve our mother
earth, the natural world and all life?
maudse.com
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Only few people, for we pretend that there’s no
problem. People who care are easily put away as tree
huggers or activists. Have you ever considered that
you can tell by the moisture in a tree how long it’s
going to take for spring to come? Trees KNOW. We
can know too, by observing the trees. Become
interpreters of nature and work together.
I bond with my plants. I touch them, try to
communicate with them. We share positive energy.
Some people might think it’s a bit scary.
Something that’s there, that you can’t touch or
see, a ow of energy. It is what I believe to be the
forever search for ‘the soul.’ That same ow of
energy jumpstarted your heartbeat in your
mother’s womb. Deep down, you know you BELONG.
Think about it.
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We’re getting to a point where we can understand
our body, which is basically a very clever machine
but we’re still in search for the energy that kickstarts and sustains our heartbeat.
Have you seen ‘Avatar’? The movie? Each of the
aliens of pandora has a ‘feeler’ a body part that
allows them to connect to everything around
them. Tsaheylu is what they call it. The fact that we
can make up such beautiful ction means that
there are people who know what’s up. Who are trying
to move and touch, who are begging for change.
Change that starts from within every one of us.
In freedom, in freedom of choice, in freedom of
speech and in all kinds of laws to protect us…
But then again, it’s a big lie in reality.
It still depends on where you were born.
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Sounds medieval don’t you think?
It’s all based on our capitalist modern society,
meaning numbers, possession and prestige. Those
with their numbers up, can do whatever their
nihilistic thinking and behavior produces.
Killing for sports is one of the results of this
thinking. I mean, for real? Can’t you just shoot a
picture? I don’t want any of it, and I don’t want
to belong to that species. De nitely. I wasn’t
given a choice in the matter. Mankind isn’t kind
at all. The word itself was abused so many times by
white male pricks - among others - for the coverup
of their horrible acts, that I no longer want to be
associated with it.
History keeps repeating itself. I don’t want to live
life as presented in so many success stories.
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In pursuit of serving this polished lie. A box in a
city, my soul just as dead as the walls we so
carefully build. Possessed by my possessions…
What a waste…
I want us to remember the connection we have to
nature, how we can use it to our advantage in
pursuit of harmony on earth and to - one day world peace. As cliché as it sounds.
Open borders, no more instilled fears or
prejudices. We have to instill LOVE!
Fears. I’ve had my share. All kinds. Take
arachnophobia. I had it until the moment I
realised it was a copied behavior of a family
member. So, everyone should try to conquer their
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own fears to make sure as few as possible are passed
to the next generations. Liberate yourselves.
Are we so far gone? Do we really need houses full of
stu to be happy? Can’t we collect what we need
and let go of what doesn't enhance our life?
Honestly; Who would you rather be? The native
Avatar, strong, running around barefoot,
knowing what to do because of your connection
with nature? Or Human, blind in its rage and
greed, fucking up, unable to see the beauty of the
planet as riches, scared and incapable to
understand, indoctrinated to its core.
Terminate natural habitats to mine raw
materials, to feed an overstock of livestock,
harvest palm oil, etc …
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If we don’t act now and take responsibility for
our actions, there won’t be a lot left to save.
I want to invite you people, all that share this
earth, to look down at the same earth we all
share. Look up to the sky, the rmament, the stars
or God, but never forget our earth. Our home, A
planet shared by plenty. If you believe in God, it’s
ne. If you want to believe that God, Allah,
Yahweh, Shiva, Buddha or whomever made your
path, ne. Just don’t use religion as an excuse for
your mistakes and poor behavior.
Don’t do to another what you don’t want to
happen to yourself. It’s the most basic rule in all
religions.
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It’s what we’re doing to our earth. Our home.
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And since religion is such a sensitive subject these
days - sometimes a search -, I would like to invite
you to reset your way of thinking. I would like to
invite you to share my philosophy - an ancient one
- of healing ourselves and this planet by looking
down.
Whilst looking down, we’ll see the earth, but also
ourselves.
I need you to really determine your true feelings,
to try to get in touch with your link to the earth,
yourself. Look down. Ask yourself ‘who am I and
what do I look like when I’m really really really
happy.’ In my experience we’re closest to our true
selves when we’re really happy.
Then we feel like we BELONG.
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It’s then that our connection to this earth
becomes clear. Our globe is a big reball with a
crust around it. I call it an energy that we share.
That’s why I ask you to look down.
I think the ‘Godly’ energy we all feel through our
heartbeat, resides in the heart of the earth. If you
picture yourself and all of earth’s inhabitants
connected by a life string of energy, they are
going to cross at some point.
‘Where are these strings going to cross if we
picture ourselves on this planet?’
In the center of our earth, I imagine. In this very
hot energetic ‘lava-like’ condition. If you can
picture yourself and all life-forms connected,
you'll feel like you belong.
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When we’re in our mother’s womb, we’re part of
her. Then we’re born. The clock starts ticking and
we’re alone. While maturing, we try to nd that
sensation of belonging by having a social life,
nding a soulmate, etc. But never will we feel
as safe and connected as in the womb.
The sensation of belonging somewhere…
I nd myself with the greatest joy if I can create
something that’s going to belong. In this case a
letter that hopefully will nd its way around the
world and pass its message to be kind, an earth
inhabitant, a citizen of the world.
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And we, earth inhabitants that all share that link,
might nd our pursuit of happiness in
THIS CONNECTION.
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Happy Hoppy Harmony.
When we feel joy we are most pure. Then - and only
then - we feel ful lled. We experience it once in a
while but mostly it doesn’t last long enough to
my liking. Instead of trying to create instant
littLe lies of jOy, for example, through material
stu , I decided to try to thrive in a di erent way.
I gaVe stu away or tossed it out. By doing so,
I discovered new things that suited me morE.
I met people, by trying to get as much as possible
second-hand. I found out that the best way to
obtain and retain joy is to share it with people.
The opposite of what we’re supposed to do according
to our narcissistic modern society.
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Joy isn’t based on possession or greed.
It’s based on sel essness.
I’m not perfect, but who is?
There’s no shame in trying.
It was Sel essness that shaped me, shapes me.
Time and again.
Me, spending my time to help someone obtain a
moment of great joy
or
A friend, spending her or his time with me,
helping me to achieve a moment of great
happiness.
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Yes, you can think of sex too, but the happy endings
with sex have di erent levels of ecstasy, right?
Well, I guess that we nd ourselves in our greatest
mode when we can achieve our ‘happy ending’
simultaneously. Sharing is a moment of harmony
and belonging too [I hope the sex thing spiced up
my melancholy tone ;)].
TIME
Back to the ticking clock after our birth. We know
that we are here, not how long. I know a lot of
people who fear death. I was one of them.
I was never afraid of dying, but I was afraid of the
loss that comes along with death. As a kid I rocked
myself to sleep, asking ‘God’ to keep my loved ones
safe, because life without them seemed like a world
not worth living in.
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A few years ago, I was faced with death for the rst
time. The passing away of my dear grandfather. I
felt his departure before the phone call came. I
could really feel his energy. It was like a last
goodbye. At his side, a couple of days before, I told
him: ‘you’ve had a long life. If it’s too hard to
stay, then let go. I knew my grandmother was his
biggest worry, so I promised him to do whatever I
could to make her happy again. He was more at peace
after these words. Now, years later I know that such
a promise is hard to keep. My grandfather taught
me to be wise, that the world and humanity
contains a whole palette of colors and that our
thinking patterns should be likewise.
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“Nous sommes des drôles d’animaux”, he said many
times. I took my time to try to understand what
he meant.
Earth is a colorful place. We western people would
make everything alike if we could. Grey and dull.
We force-feed our pursuit of stu as a rolling
model for modern living all around the globe.
How many people su er from depression and burnout these days?
No one can really live in a bleak world…
Some might say: ‘yeah, you’re just weak…’
Well, I don’t think so…
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To me and many others, life isn’t about stu ,
prestige, numbers and eating processed foods,
taking a pill when feeling ill.
More than one in three people is overweight.
I’m a chubby hubby myself, always trying to
manage the love handles… It’s hard for me to say
‘no’ to all kinds of goodies that were designed for
us to like. But I’m re ecting on that.
Re ecting and trying to learn.
After eating pizza, cookies, French fries, candy or
other mass products, I have zero energy.
Result: I eat too much of it. And I do it again
because we eat more when we’re tired. We are trying
to ll the hole in our tummy with empty food.
no ber, no vitamins…
maudse.com
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Some will call it ‘rabbit food’ [oh-oh-oh, so
cleverly conceived] but if I eat a salad [a real
salad!] or other vegetables with nutrition that
had a life, I feel ful lled and satis ed.
My body strengthens and heals.
Having a hard time enjoying greens and
vegetables? There’s some great cuisine to be found
around the world that is mainly plant based.
Get inspired, spice up your life. ; ).
In the olden days, people only ate meat once in a
while in times of need, for example in winter.
The animal that was caught back then was a
nutritious stockpile of vitamins and bers,
collected by the animal throughout its life.
Now, our livestock (mass-consumption) is raised
in tiny dark spaces, they are fed granules and
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antibiotics, to keep their numbers up. Just take a
look at a picture of a chicken on the ANIMAL
RIGHTS website. A chicken, a living being, is not
more than a product. Disgusting, don’t you think?
Do you really think the meat of an abused chicken
is going to nurture your body?
Am I a vegetarian? Yezzz.
A cheating one.
Also known as exitarian.
Can we live without meat? Yes.
Since I have been eating less animals
( sh included), I have lost weight and I think
faster. My endorphin levels are up (endorphin =
the hormone that supplies us with the sensation of
joy) and I have more energy.
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I can eat as much as I want and every meal feels
like I’m having a little party. So, people of the
world, don’t you want that too?
If you don't feel empathy for an animal, because
you are too far gone in our nihilistic deceptive
capitalist way of thinking, consider this:
Do you want to be raised in a little box where they
stu you with so much food that your legs break
because the muscles can’t grow fast enough to
carry the weight? Mrs. Chicken knows all about
that. The same Mrs. Chicken you can buy anywhere
for a couple of bucks.
If even that image doesn’t evoke enough aversion
in you: LOOK DOWN!
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Can you see your toes?
Do you like the legs you see?
Are they strong and can they carry you wherever
you want to go?
If the answer is yes, I really hope it means you're
happy and proud of who you are.
Good job!
If you say yes, but it feels like a no
(we’re masters of lying to ourselves): C h a n g e .
It is within your power to create a happy growth
mindset, to change YOUR world. And by doing so:
THE World, the same planet we all share.
Every tiny change might create the right ripple.
Have I written ‘let’s all become vegetarians and
punish those that don’t?’
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No.
I’m saying ‘If you like meat, that’s ne’. That
doesn’t mean you have to eat it all the time.
Quality over quantity is the spirit! [this qualityquantity thing goes for a lot of topics]. If we all
eat less meat, we can grow crops instead of corn to
feed the cattle.
There are a lot of health bene ts in a more plantbased diet. It will take some time to nd the
right balance, for you to collect the knowledge of
which plants give you enough energy to get
through the day, but in the end you’ll feel better!
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We are on this planet together with other
lifeforms that are all unique in their own design,
synchronised together, and each doing their job
once given the chance to act harmoniously.
I think we should integrate ora and fauna in
our architecture, in our cities… Think about the
height of our buildings and light holes so that
anywhere, in every room, a being can ourish.
Imagine the feeling of a green house on the tenth
oor… Maybe we can grow greens and fruit trees
in the street? the insects that come along are
assets and no liabilities :) We need great
innovative minds to write a global code of
conduct, and turn this world upside down.
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These great minds already exist but aren’t always
heard… The time to act is now. I won’t sugarcoat
it; you won’t live forever… Which world will you
hand over to your children? Are you ready to tell
them that it’s probably best that they don’t get
children themselves with all the upcoming
disasters if we can’t stop global warming?
Please, fellow citizens of the world,
We need to change.
If everyone has their basic needs met and can let
go of their need for greed, and the cruel practices
that are a result of habit, ignorance, boredom and
fear, we would evolve into something we could be
proud of.
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Teach love, Eat love, Speak love,
With Love,
A co-inhabitant of your home
Maud Buyssens
P.S. You can nd me @MAUDSE.com
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